How to Read a Charted Knitting Pattern – Class by Tricia Ennis
A charted knitting pattern is simply a graphic representation of a written knitting pattern. It takes less
room than a written pattern and gives a visual idea of what each motif piece should look like. Think of
charts as maps rather than a list of directions. Working from a chart makes is easier to see where you are
in a pattern and to identify errors more quickly. Charts are always written as though you are “looking” at
the front of the work. After a bit of practice, most knitters find working from charts much more intuitive,
quick, and simple than working from line-by-line text instructions.
Charts are written in “motifs” so the chart is repeated X number of times across the knitting row/round.
Charts are normally presented with a stitch legend or key so it is not necessary to understand all the
knitting symbols on a chart to use it. There are many symbols which are common across charts but,
sometimes, a specific designer may use a different symbol so it is important to check the key before you
start to make sure you are aware of what the symbols mean for the chart you are working.
Each square on a chart represents one stitch and each square offers a visual representation of what the
completed stitch looks like (for example, a blank square usually represents a k stitch which is nice and
smooth, a square with a dot in it usually represents a p stitch which has a little lump at the base, a square
with a circle (O) in it usually represents a yo (yarn over) which results in a hole in the work, etc.) Note
that these visuals are presented as RS stitches and, in actual fact, the blank square usually means k on
RS, p on WS, whereas the square with the dot usually means purl on the RS, knit on WS.
Each line on a chart is equal to a row/round of knitting. Charts may or may not show ALL rows. Check
your key to find out which as there will be text instructions which tell you whether the chart contains
only the right-side rows. The omission of the wrong side rows is common on lace charts as the WS
rows are normally purled in lace work. Some charts have a line (row) of knitting prior to the actual
chart. These are referred to as set-up rows and will be noted as such. A set up row is usually not
included in the numbering at the side of the chart.
Once you’ve reviewed the key and chart notes, and determined whether all rows are shown, or just the
right-side rows, you can get started knitting from the chart.
Charts are worked from the bottom to the top of the chart and from right to left for right RS rows. (Flat
knitting) and left to right on WS rows. The lines (rows) are normally numbered at the side of the chart
where you begin the row. Check your chart key BEFORE you begin.
Normally, if all rows are given on the chart, the WS rows are worked from left to right. (flat knitting).
Your instructions will tell you whether the WS rows are on the chart and, if they are not, will tell you
what to do on the WS (for example, purl all WS rows.) Check the key if WS rows are given to make
sure you are using the correct stitch on the WS. Charts assume you are looking at the work from the
front, so as stated earlier, a square with nothing on it usually means k on the RS, p on the WS.
Repeats on a chart are contained within dark lines (see chart on next page.) These lines are the charted
equivalent of the brackets used in written patterns.
Therefore, to work from a chart, you start in the lower right-hand corner and work back and forth across
the lines (rows) until you finish your chart, making sure to repeat the section of the chart contained
within the heavy lines as many times as your pattern calls for. Again, if only RS rows are shown on the
chart, you will do whatever the pattern calls for on the WS but work the chart from right to left all the

time as everything on the chart is RS. Once you get to the top of the chart, go back to the lower RH
corner and repeat. This is the equivalent of “rep rows 1-18” on a written pattern.
NOTE: When knitting in the round, all rows are worked from right to left (as there is no “WS” of the
work. All the rounds are considered RS as the work is always being viewed from the front.)
Chart Examples : Flat Knitting
• Row 1 of chart corresponds to the Right-side rows: Right to left. Flat knitting
• Row 2 of chart corresponds to Wrong-side rows: Left to right. Flat knitting
Example of what a flat knit 2X2 rib
looks like charted.
2 types of squares with key.
Note that the stitches are the opposite
on the other side (i.e. on WS rows,
you must purl any stitch that has a
knit and knit any stitch that has a purl
on the RS).
Remember: charts are always looking
at the front of the work.
Note that the numbers for the WS
(even numbers) of the work are on the
left – the side you start that row on –
work L to R on WS rows

Example of more complicated
chart.
Stitches contained within the
heavy lines = 1 pattern repeat
of 8 stitches wide 12 rows tall
as WS rows are not given on
this chart). Stitches outside
the two lines are border or
edge stitches. Note: Only
right-side rows are presented

A few hints when working from a chart.
Make sure your chart has a key and check the symbols against the key before you start knitting.
Often, the pattern will also have instructions on how to actually work the stitch. For example:
k1tbl is given on the key. Your stitch guide will say k1 tbl : Knit the next stitch through the back loop.
Know where you are on the chart.
There are numbers on the side of the chart. Use a row counter to keep track of what row you are
on. Make sure to reset your counter each time you start a repeat of the chart. Keep track of the number
of chart repeats by writing it down or use a separate counter for that.
Use something to cover the portion of the chart not yet knit. You want what you have worked to
match what you can see of the chart as it makes them easier to compare. The visible portion of the chart
and your completed work should be visually similar.
Check the row numbers on the side of the chart.
Are ALL rows given on the chart or just the odd (RS) rows? If only the RS rows are shown be
sure you know what to do on the WS rows. That information will be noted in the textual instructions
which accompany the chart. Below is a side by side comparison of the same pattern showing how it
would look when a) all rows and b) RS rows only are charted. Note the row numbering.

Note if there are repeats on the chart (squares/stitches contained within heavy dark lines).
Example: Your chart may be only 14 squares wide but you have been instructed to cast on 64 sts.
See chart above. The area within the dark lines is to be repeated X number of times whereas the stitches
on either side and outside the dark lines are worked only once on each row.

Example of a chart (knit on RS, purl on WS so all empty
squares) of a chart for color work.

One Final Thing:
Knitting chart symbols are pretty much universal so using a chart can remove any language barrier 😊
NOTES:

Become familiar with charting symbols.
A list of “standard” charting symbols is given below. If you become familiar with these symbols,
you will find it much easier to use a chart as you won’t have to constantly check what they mean.
Always check out the key associated with the chart you are using so you know what to expect,
especially as there may be an occasion when the chart you are using does not follow these standards
symbols.
Note: The second symbol on this key, p on RS, k on WS, is VERY often given as an empty square
with a dot or dash (usually a dot) inside it . The shaded square, more often means “no stitch” and is
used in a row following a decrease or as a place-holder for an increase to be made on a future row.

Something for you to try
Lace is often presented in chart form as this allows the knitter to see what the pattern should look like before
starting to knit. Try the lace pattern below and please note that:
Only the right side is charted. Wrong side is purled and is NOT on the chart. Therefore, there are actually 50
rows of knitting. The chart is “condensed” because only RS rows are shown. The finished piece will not be
so squat.
Where you work a Left Twist, you will note the you have two fewer stitches to the end of the row than the
chart shows (as the creator chose to represent the left twist over only 1 box as opposed to two.) I picked this
chart as it is fairly simple and the creator, Gwillewyn Boee, put no restrictions on its use.
Key
Knit – Knit.
Slip – Slip the stitch purl-wise without knitting, with yarn on wrong side.
Yarnover – Wrap yarn around needle as if to knit.
Make one – Lift the thread between two stitches, back to front, and knit through back loop.
Knit 2 tog – Knit two stitches together.
Slip Slip Knit – Slip two stitches knit-wise, one at a time, then knit them together through the back loop.
Slip 2 tog knit-wise k1 psso – Slip two stitches together knit-wise, knit one stitch, pass the slipped stitches over.
Left Twist – With needle in front, knit the second stitch on left needle without slipping it off, knit the first stitch
and slip both stitches off needle.

Note that the symbols on the chart give a visual concept of what
the stitches should look like, including the direction of cables and
increases/decreases.

This chart shows the odd numbered rows (front of work) so every row is
read worked from right to left. All reverse side rows are purled. I have
added a garter stitch border which is not on the chart. If one were to add
this lace cat to both ends of a scarf, the chart would be worked as is for
one end and upside down for the other end. Note that the finished work is
not as “squat” looking as the chart because of the uncharted rows.

Above: A charted pattern for a flat knitted basketweave design
showing why, as the chart always looks at the work from the front yet
the project is worked both from the front and the reverse, a flat design
requires you to “weave” back and forth across the chart from the
bottom right to the top of the chart. Note the row numbering.
Right: A charted pattern for a circular design with all the rows
numbered on the right as all rows are worked R to L, given that the
circular knitting process works the piece entirely from the front, not
requiring you to turn and work on the reverse. Imagine yourself
working the first line (row) of the chart and keeping on going as one
does in circular, knitting. There is nothing on the back of the chart so
the next square (stitch) after the last one on a row is the first square
(stitch) back at the RS of the chart again on the row above the one you
have just completed.

